
MANITOU’s ultra-compact model



Maniscopic in its most compact form, the MLT
its compactness, its versat

Performance

Powered by a Perkins Turbo engine
of 64 hp and with the flexibility
of hydrostatic transmission,
the MLT 523 T is the ideal machine
for multitude of jobs on the farm.
With a capacity of 2300 kg lifting
to a height of 4.92 metres,
this model brings you the perfect
solution when working
in very confined spaces.

With less than 2 metres overall height
and width of just 1.80 metres,

the MLT 523 T is the most compact 
model in the MLT range.

It can therefore access  into certain
farm buildings previously inaccessible

to this type of machine, both easily
and with complete safety.

The MLT 523 T has a very short
turning circle of just 3,10 metres

ans is highly manoeuvrable thanks
to the choice of 3 steering modes.
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T 523 T will surprise you by its performance,
ility and its driver comfort.

Versatility

Comfort

With the MLT 523 T,
you have

a full size cab
with easy access one

1.3 m3 volumetric space,
true driver comfort

and outstanding ergonomics.
Fully adjustable
GRAMMER seat,

proven heating and
demisting all contribute

to a very confortable
operator environment.

Monolever available
as an option.

Clean out, push,
load, lift … 
The MLT 523 T can handle
a multitude of attachments
giving it the versatility
normally associated
with larger MLT models.

Naturally, our engineers did not compromise the performance to the detriment of comfort. 

1,48 m

85 cm



This publication in no way constitutes an offer and the company reserves the right to alter specification without prior notice.
The MANITOU models presented in this brochure can be supplied complete with optional equipment attachments
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Loading pallet boxes…

Handling pallets…

On the farm, 
the MLT 523
adapts to yet more demands
within the agricultural environment.

Loading bucket…


